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ABSTRACT :  
 A simple and safe experimental 
technique for recording Electrocardiogram 
(ECG) waveforms and analyzing them so as to 
evaluate cardiac pathology in laboratories is 
described.  Combined with simple circuitry, 
the electrodes used are free from Contact 
resistance reducing jelly as usually applied 
with ECG electrodes to skin.  The problems of  
high input impedance and common mode 
rejection in differential amplifiers normally 
employed in ECG machines is circumvented 
by the use of the recent and ideal capacitive 
contact integrated sensor chips from Plessey 
Semiconductors. These sensor chips come as 
integrated electrode cum preamplifier in a 
very small size.  The ECG waveform is derived 
at the external surface electrodes from the 
action potentials generated and propagated in 
the heart’s internal fibers. In a laboratory  

experiment, one gets  a clear grasp of the 
onset of typical symptoms such as the S-T 
segment slope, the onset and time to time 
variations of the Q-wave pattern which  are 
just  a few of the  many parameters. Anyone 
who is learning even the basics of cardiac 
function physiology must perform 
experimentation and record some ECG 
waveforms in the laboratory during his study. 
The technique of ECG recording is far from 
simple.  It is not as simple as doing 
experiments with analog signals from signal 
sources with amplifiers and filter circuits. The 
present practice for ECG is to make use of a 
medical ECG instrument itself, which might be 
either the hot stylus recorder type or the one 
using a high persistence CRO or a computer 
type CRT/LED Monitor. Thus, recording 
electrocardiogram signals from any type of 
leads is possible.  The experiments enabled 
multiple sensors to be attached to the arms, 
legs and chest by mere contact without any 

skin preparation.  In our scheme using such 
multiple simultaneous recorded waves, the 
propagation of the action potential is 
demonstrated.  A microcontroller based circuit 
was also devised to display the propagation 
time which is linked to the Q wave width in the 
conventional ECG recordings. So far this time 
of propagation has not been measured at all 
and the pathology due to infarction and 
ischemia are presently assessed merely by the 
Q wave patterns in the leads. 
 
Keywords :  Electrocardiogram (ECG), Action 
Potential, Q Wave, Action potential 
propagation time. Capacitive Contact 
integrated sensor chips. 
 
I  INTRODUCTION 
 The phases of the cardiac action 
potential correspond to the surface ECG 
(ECG) (Figure 1). The P wave reflects atrial 
depolarization (phase 0), the PR interval 
reflects the  conduction velocity through the 
AV node, the QRS complex the ventricular 
depolarization and QT interval the duration 
potential ventricular action. Gradients in 
ventricular repolarization are reflected in the T 
wave. Widening of the QRS complex reflects 
reduced intraventricular conduction velocity, 
which typically results from altered Na+ 
channel function. ST segment elevation 
reflects transmural voltage gradients during 
the AP plateau, a hallmark of the Brugada 
syndrome. 
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Abstract: This research work simplified the representation of an image into more significant and easier 
way to analyse the image segmentation process by applying graph theory using color spatial clustering 
with consensus region merging. The color spatial clustering with consensus region merging is 
compared with other traditional and graph theory model to analyse the various quality measures 
calculated for the input of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan and X-Ray images which will be 
useful in medical imaging for better analysis during diagnosis. From quality measures, the proposed 
method shows good quality image parameters as it has lower MSE, NAE values.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The digital image processing is used for recognition of shapes and objects in an image. In this regard, 
it leads to object recognition; segments have played an important role. Segments are homogeneous, 
contiguous components of images. However, the demarcation of segments is still a significant concern 
for the quality of results. Over the past several decades, the image segmentation and grouping are a 
challenging task for computer vision. Among many different segmentation techniques, graph 
theoretical approaches are helpful in practical applications especially in medical imaging like cancer 
and tumor cells. Graphs are used to model many problems of the real word in various fields [1]. 
Graph theory is considered as the most powerful tool in order to explain the algorithms based on 
image processing, and the result of graph theory helps to analyse the methods [2].Many researchers 
carried out a study on image process and submitted the vital background data on graph-cuts and also 
examined the scope of the work, including the pros and cons of versatile combinatorial algorithm [3-
5]. Berkeley’s database helps to analyses the results on two points PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) 

and RI (Rand Index) [6]. With the help of imaging data, there is a necessity for models capable of 
representing potentially large populations and exploiting different types of information[7].As a huge 
amount of medical image data need sophisticated software that combines high-level graphical user 
interfaces as well as robust and fast interactive image analysis. The consensus region merging (CRM) 
algorithm consists in computing independent random segmentations using random region merging 
(RRM), and then combine the sample outcome into single overall segmentation [8]. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS 
 
The experiments conducted on validating the proposed method as color spatial clustering with 
consensus region merging for segmenting the image using MATLAB tool. The graph cut based 
segmentation approach is combination of spatial clustering and region merging process.Here the 
image has been divided into two parts as foreground and back ground. The background subtraction 
associates the global and local threshold approach towards increasing the accuracy and computation 
efficiency.It offers effective results in the segmentation process and permits to automatic 
segmentation once the foreground color is static as well as gradually increases the processing speed. 
On the other hand, the background might be characterized as regional maxima, at that time it has been 
extracted from the image sequence. In addition, to extract the regional minima or maxima from gray-
scale images via morphological reconstruction process, without obstructing substances shape or size. 
Image segmentation is categorized into,i) Traditional or Classical methods, ii) Graph theory methods,    
iii) combination of traditional and graph theoretical methods [9]. In this present work, color spatial 
clustering with consensus region merging algorithm is proposed and implemented. 
 
2.1. Segmentation process and proposed method 
Segmentation is defined as the process of segmenting an image into different sections which are 
usually used for the digital image to find patterns and some other relevant information.This study is 
broadly divided into three processes [10]. First, deals with analysis and implementation of the existing 
traditional approaches such as OTSU threshold technique [11], K-means segmentation [12], Split-and-
merge methods,minimal spanning trees, Euler graph, and greygraph cut and Fuzzy Clustering method. 
Second, concentrates on the proposed novel approach and implementation using MATLAB 
simulation software. The third, deals with the comparison of efficiency and performance of traditional 
and proposed methods for medical images such as MRI scan and X-rays.  
 
2.2. Pseudo Code of Proposed Algorithm: color spatial clustering with CRM 
// Input: Graph with number of segmentations (length) 
//Output: Segmented output after cluster with region merging. 
For i = 1: length  
  Iter=1: length % cluster 
 For i=no. of pairs 
  Check the value of predicate P with respect to its neighbouring regions 
  Sort the edge 
  Each time an edge e is merged, add 1 to n 
  If predicate P is true, 
   Segmentation S is constructed. 
   Return S 
  End if 
 End for 
End for 
 
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
The results of the given input images for various methods and their quality measures are recorded and 
compared with proposed color spatial clustering with CRM images shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
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3.1. Image segmentation output of proposed model – X-ray and MRI images 
 

  
(a)        (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig 1.Color spatial cluster with consensus region merging: X-Ray image 
(a) Color image. (b) Clustered image. (c) Segmented CRM image. 

 

   
(a)          (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig 2.Color spatial cluster with consensus region merging:MRI scan image 
(a) Color image. (b) Clustered image. (c) Segmented CRM image 

 
3.2. Image quality measures 
Image quality is that particular characteristic seen in images where perceived measures such as image 
degradation. Image quality evaluation method: a) Objective measurement b) Subjective measurement. 
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In this work, the quality measures have been evaluated with the following parameters Mean Square 
Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Average Difference (AD), Normalized Absolute 
Error (NAE), Laplacian Mean Square Error (LMSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of each 
selected method, namely, threshold, K-means clustering, split and merging, minimal spanning tree, 
Euler graph, grey graph cut and fuzzy with combined segmentation approach [13]. 
 
3.2.1. Parameters for analysis. The results from the various segmentation methods have been 
calculated and tabulated as follows for the MRI scan image and X-Ray image in Table 1 and Table 2 
respectively. The comparison table is given with data extracted from the image segmentation 
methods. There are few parameters clearly shows that quality of the image is improved with color 
spatial cluster with consensus region merging technique. 
 

Table 1.Comparison of quality measures of MRI scan image 
Segmentation Methods MSE PSNR AD MD NAE LMSE RMSE 
Threshold 47.84 1.33 203.2 251 0.984 - 0.75 218.74 
K-means clustering 49.02 1.22 205.75 254 0.996 - 0.15 221.4 
Split and merge 9.10 18.53 -4.441 0 0.021 0.127 30.17 

Minimal spanning tree 
4.94 
e+04 

1.19 206.54 255 1.000 6.06 e-04 222.26 

Euler Graph 
4.90 
e+04 

1.22 205.72 254 0.995 6.40 e-04 221.36 

Grey Graph cut 
3.20 
e+03 

13.07 29.31 241 0.141 0.214 56.61 

Fuzzy with graph theory 
approach 

2.60 
e+03 

13.96 39.68 137 0.218 0.129 51.05 

Color spatial cluster with 
consensus region merging 

6.10 2.63 -2.481 0 0.121 0.103 26.17 

 
From the color spatial cluster with CRM output of quality measure, it is found that MSE value is 
comparatively small (approx. 6) for both MRI scan and X-Ray images. The lower of MSE value 
refers to the higher image quality. Also, the same for normalised absolute error value of proposed 
method, relatively less as small value of NAE gives good quality image [14].  
 

Table 2.Comparison of quality measures of X-Ray image 

Segmentation 
Methods 

MSE PSNR AD MD NAE LMSE RMSE 

Threshold 2.39e+04 4.33 109.92 251 0.983 
8.68e-
04 

154.75 

K-means clustering 2.45e+04 4.22 111.87 254.01 0.996 
1.59e-
04 

156.77 

Split and merging 2.71e+03 13.78 13.11 0 0.116 0.223 52.13 
Minimal spanning 
tree 

2.45e+04 4.23 109.93 255 1.000 0.0079 156.52 

Euler Graph 2.45e+04 4.22 111.87 254 0.996 
6.58e-
04 

156.75 

Grey Graph cut 10.7450 37.81 0.759 87 0.0068 0.014 3.278 
Fuzzy with graph 
theory approach 

1.74e+03 15.71 24.90 125 0.272 0.131 41.786 

Color spatial cluster 
with consensus 
region merging 

6.73 3.81 0.557 67 0.168 0. 140 3.178 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, a novel method is applied as color spatial clustering with consensus region merging 
algorithm which is used for image segmentation for the selected input MRI scan and X-Ray images as 
sample. It has been implemented with traditional and graph theory model. The primary significance of 
using this approach for formulating the segmentation on a graph model and does not required is 
cretization by the features of combinational operators. The idea of image segmentation is to separate 
pixel values into a couple of groups, black as foreground and white as background. By using color 
spatial clustering with consensus region merging method, major quality measure parameters 
calculated and compared with the other methods for further analysis. From all the parameters 
presented here can be used to improve the same for future assessment as this proposed method shows 
few improvements in the quality of the image parameters with lower MSE, NAE values. Since still 
there are few flaws in the proposed algorithm as PSNR, LMSE need to be improved. 
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Pattern Matching Compression
Algorithm for DNA Sequences
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Abstract Scientifically, the DNA contains hereditary information about the biolog-
ical species. The DNA databases are considered to be the repository of a huge collec-
tion of DNA sequences. Ceaseless advancement in DNA researches has led to various
key difficulties in the process of transferring, maintaining, as well as storing data.
Such a huge size of DNA sequences often results in the requirement of abundant
storage space which needs to be handled and minimized with the help of an effective
methodology. One such technique being the data compression using which the DNA
sequences can be minimized in size thus saving upon space and bandwidth require-
ment. There is a recommendation of Improved_Compress algorithm which aids in
determining DNA compression along with biological sequence’s pattern matching.
The matching information can be stored in an offline dictionary. Hence, the proposed
algorithm Improved_Compress leads to an average better compression ratio of 89%
when compared to the existing algorithm compression ratio through the dictionary-
based method and encoded ASCII value with the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) datasets.

Keywords Compression · Decompression · DNA sequences · Pattern ·
Complement · Reverse complement · ASCII

1 Introduction

There has been an apparent growth in the size of biological data which certainly
requires timely analysis. The domain of molecular biology confronts such a challenge
since there happens to be the regular implementation of amino acid sequences or
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nucleotides for estimating biological molecules. The prime element of the biological
data is the DNA sequence that comprises four main nucleotide bases which are
namely Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, and Thymine which are being represented as
A, C, G, and T, respectively. Usually, the size of the DNA sequence is considerably
large. For instance, the human genome comprises of nearly 3.1647 billion DNA
base pairs. The initial and foremost step that is performed in a DNA based research
involves pattern searching within DNA sequences databases like the alignment of
DNA sequence.

There must be compression of DNA sequence for achieving reasonable storage.
The lossless compression schemes comprise of three general classes namely symbol-
wise substitution, dictionary-based, and context-based methods. Compression of
the DNA sequence is performed via conventional compression methods like the
word-based Huffman, arithmetic coding, or LZ based [1] which does not take
into account the special features of biological sequences. Alternatively, method-
ologies that take into account repetition structures or any sort of regularities inherent
in DNA sequence performs pretty well. These include algorithms such as the
BIOCOMPRESS, GENCOMPRESS, and BWT-base compress. The conventional
text compression algorithms could consider only short and frequent repeats which
were reflected in the DNA sequence compression too. So it is essential to determine
a different set of repeats in a DNA sequence which can be useful for gaining an
effective compression ratio [2]. There are many compression algorithms of substi-
tution method along with the Lempel–Ziv compression approach to achieve DNA
sequence compression.

The intensive research is being carried over compressed pattern matching in DNA
sequences which signifies identification of overall matching patterns in the given
sequence. Compressed pattern matching enables compression of DNA sequences by
shrinking their size and thus reducing the time involved in searching patterns. The
LZ family of compression systems is employed by the majority of the techniques,
whereas the remaining ones are based upon Huffman-coded text and run-length
encoding and BWT output. Chen et al. [3] have recommended d-BM (derivative
Boyer–Moore) algorithm by making use of a novel compression method on the DNA
sequence that yields ineffective storage space and improvised performance related
to pattern searching with the compressed DNA sequence. Without making the use
of a multi-core environment, the d-BM still delivers satisfactory performance in
most of the scenarios. The methodology recommended in the present research deter-
mines DNA compression using pattern matching and ratio for biological sequences
depending upon its frequency. By making use of intrinsic DNA sequence methods,
repetition structures can be carried out. The repetitive sets and mismatch informa-
tion are stored in the offline dictionary. The following are the steps carried out the
reading of the first four sequences from a given input sequence. Checking is done
for matching the sequence with the rest other sequences as Exact, Reverse, Comple-
ment, and Reverse Complement. Thereafter, the information gets stored within the
dictionary table. Next reads 8, 16, 32 sequences, and so on up to the half of the
length of the input sequence and computing the number of positions in the match,
the frequency is determined. A match is found for the pattern or sequence concerning
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other sequences as Equal, Reverse, Complement, and Reverse Complement thereafter
storing the frequency within the offline dictionary. The maximum frequency pattern
can be stored in the dictionary table along with its position and its type of match.
Using the above techniques, DNA compression and its ratio can be determined.
Subsequently, any repeats present in the original sequence are being removed for
producing the final parsed sequence which is then combined with the offline dictio-
nary to produce the compressed sequence. Mismatches that result in improvised
compression are taken into account and encoded into extended ASCII codes.

Following is the classification of the research: All the related work is presented
in Sect. 2, the recommended system is elaborated in Sect. 3, the results generated
and all other discussions are covered in Sect. 4, and lastly, Sect. 5, brings forward
the conclusion and future scope of the proposed method.

2 Related Works

The huge size of DNA databases which comprises complex and logical structures
often results in the requirement of abundant storage space. It is a great challenge
to store and access the large size of DNA sequence [4], and these massive size
DNA databases can only be handled by making use of a robust compression algo-
rithm. General compression methods will not hold efficient in dealing with biological
sequences that comprise of delicate regularities in DNA sequences. DNABIT [5]
divides the sequence into blocks and then compress them based on the occurrence
of the patterns.

Saada and Zhang [6] have recommended the extended ASCII encoding in the
DNA compression technique. To begin with the position of the matching, Index is
taken into consideration which compares the Text characters from a specified position
with the pattern characters. Then, depending upon the match numbers, the frequency
is calculated, and the ASCII encoding takes place.

In the compression technique, the focus lies upon shrinking the storage space
through mathematical algorithms that tend to be either lossy or lossless. Since loss-
less compression helps in rebuilding of original sequence on decompression, it stands
very significant. The technique of lossless compression is achieved by substituting
the substrings of the repetition sequence from the dictionary. The repetitions are iden-
tified through the dictionary-oriented algorithms by considering the earlier sequences
[7].

The concept of data compression involves data indexing too. A single genome
resembles a static data, which makes pattern searching flexible due to indexing. LZ-
based indexes are one such an effective indexing technique that successfully aids in
eliminating redundancy [8].

The combination of reference-based and assembly-based algorithms (de novo
assembly) with a statistical approach was used to achieve the DNA sequence
compression. The algorithm Quip has used the probabilistic data structure for DNA
compression, since amount of space consumed by memory extremely less [9].
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Genome resequencing encoding (GReEn) by Pinho et al. [10] symbolizes a refer-
ence genome based tool that enables compression of genome resequencing data. As
soon as the target sequence is equivalent to the reference sequence, the compression is
carried out successfully by the suggested tool. The sequence size and similarity with
reference sequences are the parameters for determining compression time. Resultant,
anticipating encoding time for all cases is not feasible.

Emerging and expansion of biological data in the coming years remain undeni-
able. No doubt, there will be a generation of the massive volume of data that must
move gradually for backing up the deployment of the personalized and precision
medicine paradigms. Toward this, the technique of data compression will become
most significant and helpful. And this has been very well elucidated by the associa-
tion of ISO/IEC, Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG), toward their attempts in
genetic information processing, especially involving compression [11].

There has been an abundant volume of sequencing data generation rapidly since
the launch of the high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies. Resultant, there
is a constant revival of scientific information about genome information along with
simplifying the process of diagnosis and therapy. Though the merits are noteworthy,
there also lies prime issues of storage, processing, and transmission of this data.
Besides, there is more expense incurred toward handling HTS data in contrast to
generating sequences that are all the more aggravating [12]. These issues can be dealt
with the effective technique of compression which primarily enables compressing
of storage space and lessen processing expense, for instance, I/O bandwidth. It also
aids in enhancing transmission speed.

The recommended CaBLASTP algorithm put forth a course database that enables
the storing of distinct data fetched from the original protein sequence database.
Herein, sequence segments that are being associated with prior sequences that
are appended to a link index. CaBLASTP algorithm is formed by merging the
two algorithms namely dictionary-based compression and sequence alignment. The
dictionary-based approach relies upon ASCII replacement and arbitrary or repeated
protein sequence reduction [13].

Organisms or species fundamentally rely upon protein which is an essential factor
in controlling the development process. A protein sequence can be depicted using
a 20-symbol alphabet of amino acids. A protein sequence tends to be complicated
when compression is involved due to the presence of a large ratio of amino acids
which is tangled inherently [14].

The recommended methods for exploiting the “dictionary” are ProtCompSecS
formed by combining the ProtComp algorithm and a dictionary-based method that
employs dictionary of protein secondary structure (DSSP) database. The proposed
method encodes the protein sequences concerning their annotated secondary struc-
ture information. CaBLASTP algorithm put forth a course database that enables the
storing of distinct data fetched from the original protein sequence database [15].

The heuristic method makes use of protein domain compositions. By employing
evolutionary techniques of gene duplication and fusion, a hyper-graph is generated
for the proteome. Further, the proteome can be compressed using a minimized cost
function by utilizing a minimum spanning tree [16].
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The challenges confronted can be dealt with the effective technique of compres-
sion which primarily enables compressing of storage space and less the processing
expense for instance I/O bandwidth [17]. There exist two prime implementations
of genomic data compression apart from minimizing storage, processing costs, and
transmission speed. The performance of de novo assembly is improved in building
the sections of the genome from raw sequence reads de Bruijn graphs without a
reference genome by reducing the memory consumption by one order of magnitude.

DNA comprises a logical structure and maintaining a data structure for its storage,
access and processing can be tedious enough. There is a ceaseless spike in DNA
collection that is being fetched from the organisms [18] which arises the earnest
need for storage and safe transmission. The size of every single base stands very
important while storing such significant information. Yearly, the DNA order size can
range from Megabyte (MB) to Terabyte (TB).

The algorithm focuses on the internal of genetic palindrome, palindrome, and
reverse. It resembles a DNA sequence compression model revealing actual features
of the DNA order. Results acquired from the experiment ascertain the better perfor-
mance of the proposed process in contrast to the RAY compression ratio [19]. More-
over, the method aids in determining regularities in DNA sequences like crossover
and mutation.

Algorithms for DNA sequence compression can either be lossy or lossless. The
DNA sequence compression algorithms have modes like standard, vertical, or hori-
zontal [20]. A standard algorithm comprises of standard text compression methods
but does not consider redundancy in biological data. Gzip and bzip2 are two such
algorithms which do not perform sequence compression effectively. Context tree
weighting (CTW), Huffman’s coding, prediction with partial match (PPM), and
arithmetic coding are some of the other standard compression algorithms. Among
these, Huffman’s coding too stands ineffective for DNA sequence compression since
there occur small variances in DNA base probabilities. However, CTW and arith-
metic compression tend to be comparatively better though they are treated as slow
decompression process.

To achieve DNA sequence compression, many techniques have been put forward.
Compression acts as an effective remedy against the large size of sequencing data. By
the means of generic techniques, compression of DNA sequences can be achieved.
Compression comprises of natural depiction as a string of characters with good
enough literature. Genomic data is intrinsically redundant since a significant part of
the genome is being shared by similar species. Some particular biological attributes
can aid in compressing DNA sequences as repeat content and association with
prevailing sequences. Zhu et al. [21] presents reviews illustrating former work on
DNA sequence compression and exploiting redundancy within DNA sequences,
respectively.

It has been observed that just two compressors namely DELIMINATE and
MFCompress stood up to the practicality threshold [22]. The compressor is stable,
enables generally employed FASTA format features, and effectively handles prac-
tical processes like compressing/decompressing whole of the vertebrate genomes.
Though DELIMINATE and MFCompress portray better compression ratios, they
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depict a slow decompression rate which restricts their capability in case of large
databases.

The fast growth of the population changes the lifestyle of humans not only the
periodic life but its impact in the medical field too. The various datasets are used
in healthcare recommendation systems, and particularly the DNA sequence is used
for the various healthcare process such as sleep pattern analysis [23], patient diet
recommendation system [24].

3 Proposed System

3.1 Data Compression

The proposed method is based on both dictionary based matching method and
substitution-based method. There are only four alphabet sequences (A, C, G, and T)
which are used in the DNA sequence. So it is started to match with four sequences,
and the substitute will be of A-00, C-01, G-10, and T-11. The prime element in
biological data is the DNA sequence which can be represented as A, C, G, and T.
It is assumed that the DNA sequence is arbitrary and non-compressible. Using two
bits, each nucleotide base pair is being coded. There is immense significance of
biological sequences since they comprise of the utmost valuable information in the
creation of a life. The techniques of compression and sequence signify that there can
be redundancies due to the presence of repetitions within the biological sequences,
thus leading to compaction. The identification of such dependencies becomes the
ground for biological sequence compression. The technique of lossless compression
can be categorized into symbol-wise substitution, dictionary-based, and context-
based methods. In the symbol-wise substitution, each symbol is substituted with a
new code word such that symbols with frequent occurrence indicate substituted with
shorter code words. This results in an overall compression. The dictionary-based
methods consider the frequently occurring input sequence and based on it creates a
vocabulary of symbols. It then uses a pointer for replacing the symbol’s positions in
the dictionary, thus achieving compression.

The dictionary can be online or offline. In an online dictionary, the text resembles
a dictionary, and previously occurring symbols within the sequence are replaced with
pointers with their respective prior positions. But the offline dictionary is used in the
proposed system.
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3.2 DNA Compression Algorithm

The following are the steps that carried out the reading of the first four sequences
from a given input sequence. Checking is done for matching the sequence with the
rest other sequences as Exact, Reverse, Complement, and Reverse Complement.
Thereafter, the information gets stored within the dictionary table until the end of the
input file, and next reads eight sequences from the input sequence. By computing
the number of positions in the match, the frequency is determined. A match is found
for the pattern or sequence concerning other sequences as Exact, Reverse, Comple-
ment, and Reverse Complement, and the frequency is stored in a temporary table
(Temp_Dictionary1). The next eight sequences are read, and again a similar proce-
dure is repeated. Thereafter, the matched patterns with maximum frequency move to
Dictionary1 table. Dictionary1 table stores the highest frequency-matched patterns.
This process is performed again for 8, 16, or 32 and up to half of the length of
the input sequences to determine DNA compression through matching patterns. The
above methods help in achieving DNA compression and its ratio. Mismatches result
in improvised compression gain that is taken into account and recorded with the
repetitive substrings using the offline dictionary.

The research work includes a text file that comprises four successive base pairs
namely ‘A,’ ‘G,’ ‘T,’ and ‘C.’ The text file helps in performing the matching between
the original file and the decompression file. The output file comprises ASCII value
which is equivalent to the encoded binary value of the four unmatched base pairs.
The architecture diagram of DNA sequence compression is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
Dictionary1 (storing highest frequency pattern) is illustrated using Table 2.

Algorithm 1 defines the compression process which involves the process of calling
Algorithm 2 to find the matching pattern and assigning binary codes to the unmatched
nucleotides and converts those binary codes into the ASCII codes.
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until the end of file

No 

Yes 

Fig. 1 Architecture diagram for DNA sequence compression
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Algorithm 1:  Improved_Compress(input_sequence) 

Begin 
{ 

Read the DNA sequence from input_sequence 
Set i = 0; //assign the starting position 
Set read_seq=4; 
Do
{ 

Read 4 sequence as a pattern from ith position of input_sequence 
Assign Dictionary.Name=”Dictionary1”
Out_sequence = call pattern_match(pattern,Dictionary) 

} Until i>=input_sequence.length; 
For(x=8;x<=(input_sequence.length)/2;x*2) 
{ 

Do
{ 
Read x sequence as pattern from input_sequence
Assign Dictionary.Name:=”Temp_Dictionary”
Out_sequence = call Pattern_Match(pattern,Dictionary,
read_seq) 
} Until (i<=input_sequence.length); 

}
Set the starting position j=0; 
Do
{ 

Read Out_sequencefromjth position 

If Out_sequence[j]=’A’ then
Esequence[j]=00; 

Else if Out_sequence[j]=’C’ then
   Esequence[j]=01; 

Else ifOut_sequence[j]=’G’ then
   Esequence[j]=10; 

Else  
   Esequence=11; 

End if 
} Until (j<=Out_sequence.length); 

Set n=0;           
Do
 { 

Read 8 bits from Out_sequence[n] and assign it to bin_value 
Assign ASCII value equivalent to bin_value 

}Until(n<=Out_sequence.length); 
} 

End 

Algorithm 2 defines the pattern matching process that is it finds the matching
starts from four sequences. If it is matched as Equal or Reverse or Complement or
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Reverse Complement, then the matched sequence is directly stored in the permanent
Dictionary1 table. This process continues until the end of the input file and then
takes the 8 sequences,16 sequences, 32 sequences, and so on till the length of the
sequence not greater than the half-length of the input file and finds the matching and
stores the matched sequence in a temporary dictionary table Temp_Dictionary. The
Find_Max() function finds out the maximum frequency matching sequence and store
that in a permanent Dictionary1 table.

Algorithm 2:  Function Pattern _Match(pattern, Dictionary, read_seq)

Function Pattern_Match(pattern, Dictionary, read_seq) 

Begin 
{ 

Assign m=0; // (starting position) 
Assign frequency = 0; 
While (m<=Out_sequence.length) 
{ 

If pattern is match with any type (E)/(R)/(C)/   
(RC)then

 { 
If read_seq==4 then

Set Dictionary.Name=”Dictionary1”
Set Dictionary1.matchpattern to pattern 

Set Dictionary1.position=m 
Set Dictionary1.type_of_match=’E’ / ‘R’ / 

‘C’ / ‘RC’
Remove pattern from Out_sequence 

Else 
Set Dictionary.Name=”Temp_Dictionary”
Set Temp_Dictionary.matchpattern to pattern 
Set Temp_Dictionary.position=m 
Set Temp_Dictionary.type_of_match=’E’ / 
‘R’ / ‘C’ / ‘RC’

Set Temp_Dictionary.frequency 
: =frequency+1 

End if 
}

Increment m value by m value 
} 

If read_seq==4 then
Call Find_Max(Dictionary.frequency)  
Remove pattern from Out_sequence 

End if 
Return Out_sequence 

} 

End 

Algorithm 3 finds the maximum frequency sequence (pattern) from the
Temp_Dictionary table and return it to the Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 3:  Function Find_Max(Dictionary) 

Function Find_Max(Dictionary) 
// Set variables max largest Record [i:j].  
// Input: A subarray of array Record [1, n] with parameters I and j such that (1 ≤ I 
≤ j ≤ n) 

Begin 
{  
Set i=0; 
Read Record [0];   //Read the first record from the  
Dictionary 
Do
{ 
If Record[i].frequency<Record [i+1].frequency then

Max: =Record[i].frequency; 
j:=i; 

Endif 
i++; 
}Until(i! =Dictionary.count); 
Dictionary1.Pattern:=Dictionary.Record[j].pattern; 
Dictionary1.Position:=Dictionary.Record[j].position; 
Dictionary1.Type_of_match:=Dictionary.Record[j].type 
} 
End 

3.3 DNA Decompression Algorithm

There is decompression of sequence which is responsible for compressing a specific
value to generate the original content. The compressed file helps in creating the
offline dictionary by identifying repeated patterns from the source. The dictionary
size is fetched from bit blocks that depict the pattern. Then, there is fetching of all
the compressed pattern blocks, recollecting the pattern type followed by patterns.
Decompression algorithm which being the reverse of compression makes use of
offline dictionary information for decompressing the sequence. The file matching
algorithm enables determining if there is a match between the input, and output
sequence thus concludes the algorithm as a lossless compression algorithm.

3.4 Compression Ratio

Compression ratio:

1 − (Size of the Dictionary + size of the Output)

Size of the original DNA Input sequence
× 100 (1)
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Table 1 Structure of the permanent Dictionary1 table

Pattern Position Type of Match

AACT 11 Exact

AATAACTT 3 Reverse

GAATTCCGGATCACAC 7 Exact

Table 2 Structure of the temporary table Temp_Dictionary1

Pattern Position Type of Match Frequency

GAATCGTA 4,15,27,29,37,45,55,67,
17,31,60,101,250

Exact
Reverse

13

AACTCCTG 11,136,373,750
187,273,441,460,543,923

Reverse
Complement

10

AATAACTT 3,107,37,655,932,1108
306,2003

Reverse
Reverse Complement

8

Table 1 defines the structure of the permanent Dictionary1 table, and Table 2
defines the structure of the temporary table Temp_Dictionary1.

Finding a threshold is half of the entire DNA sequence length which is the
threshold value that is the length of the input sequence/2.

Encoding mismatches is a recommended method that determines overall approx-
imate repeats in the DNA sequence and then stores them in an offline dictionary.
These approximate repeats have mismatches which are then encoded into binary
code. Again the binary codes are grouped into 8 bits which are encoded as ASCII
code for further reducing the file size.

4 Results and Discussion

The Improved_Compression algorithm was tested and validated on a group
of DNA sequences fetched from NCBI Repository. The standard sequences
are Homo sapiens dystrophingene (HUMHDYSTROP), human growth hormone
(HUMGHCSA), human beta globin region on chromosome 11(HUMHBB),
human DNA sequence (HUMHDABCD), human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl-
transferasegene (HUMHPRTB), and vaccinia virus Copenhagen complete genome
(VACCG). The testing was carried out on the above data for different sequence
lengths via Improved_Compression algorithm. The research includes an implemen-
tation which is being performed on JAVA environment and the entire dataset that is
retrieved from different notepad file is taken as an input and been managed using the
MYSQL database for storing and retrieving the results.
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Table 3 Comparison of compression ratio

Sequence Length Optimal seed-based algorithm
(%)

Improved_Compression (%)

HUMHDYSTROP 38,770 82 90

HUMGHCSA 66,496 90 89

HUMHBB 73,308 82 89

HUMHDABCD 58,563 84 88

HUMHPRTB 56,832 84 89

VACCG 1,91,735 84 89

Table 4 Comparison of time execution [in secs]

Sequence Length Optimal seed-based method Improved_Compression

HUMHDYSTROP 38,770 1.5 37

HUMGHCSA 66,495 2.5 65

HUMHBB 73,308 2.8 89

HUMHDABCD 58,864 2.2 63

HUMHPRTB 56,737 2 65

VACCG 1,91,735 4 155

The comparison of the compression ratio of the proposed algorithm Improved
_compression with the other existing compression algorithms [25] is given in
Table 3.

Table 4 shows the comparison of time execution (in secs) of the proposed algorithm
Improved_Compression with existing algorithms [25]. The response time of the
proposed algorithm is lesser than the existing algorithm.

Figure 2 describes the implementation screen of the proposed approach. This first
button is used to upload the input sequence file, and the second button is used to
compress the sequence which is extracted from the input sequences, and the third
button is used to decompress the sequence.

Figure 3 shows details of the uploaded dataset with different types of datasets. It
reads the input sequence from the selected file and displays the input sequence with
its data length, i.e., size.

Figure 4 displays the compressed file along with its data length and its compression
ratio.

5 Conclusion and Future Scope

The sole effort lies to put forward a technique enabling DNA sequences compression
similar to that of the pattern match methods. Toward this, the recommended algorithm
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Fig. 2 Implementation screen of the proposed approach

Fig. 3 Uploaded dataset
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Fig. 4 Compression result extracted from different dataset

is elaborated that aids in compressing of a DNA sequence with the average compres-
sion ratio of the results ascertain the algorithm is prompt, easy to imbibe, flexible,
and caters to repetitive structure pattern matching pertaining to DNA sequences.
The compression ratio for DNA sequences are clearly determined and presented.
Improved_Compression method which is recommended for DNA sequence compres-
sion benefits by offering compressed file size than others. In the future, the compres-
sion ratio and the execution time can be improved by using any standard pattern
matching methods.
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